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Abstract Due to its extensive use, the behaviour of aluminium in 1M hydrochloric acid solution was studied in depth in
this work. This study which is mainly based on the inhibition properties of 2-(4-methylbenzylthio)-3- nitroimidazo [1, 2,
a]pyridine (MTNI) was carried out using the mass loss technique and the theoretical method based on density functional
theory (DFT) at the B3LYP level with the base 6-311G (d, p). The inhibitory efficiency of the molecule increases with
increasing concentration and decreases with increasing temperature. Adsorption isotherm studies revealed that the molecule
adsorbs on the aluminium surface according to the modified Langmuir isotherm or the Villamil isotherm. The
Adejo-Ekwenchi isotherm indicates that the adsorption of MTNI is dominated by physisorption. The thermodynamic
quantities of adsorption and activation were determined and discussed. The calculated quantum chemical parameters related
to the efficiency of inhibition are the energy of the highest occupied molecular orbital E(HOMO), the energy of the lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital E(LUMO), the HOMO-LUMO energy gap, the hardness (η), softness (S), dipole moment (μ),
electron affinity (A), ionization energy (I), absolute electronegativity (χ), absolute electronegativity (χ), fraction (ΔN) of
electrons transferred from MTNI to aluminium and electrophilicity index(ω). The local reactivity was analyzed through
the condensed Fukui function and condensed softness indices to determine the nucleophilic and electrophilic attack sites.
The theoretical results are consistent with the reported experimental data.
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which leads to the loss of its physical and chemical
properties. Corrosion results from the chemical or
electrochemical action of an environment on metals and
Pure aluminium is a remarkable metal because it is
alloys. The consequences are important in various fields and
resistant to corrosion. It is currently the most widely used
in particular in industry: production stoppages, replacement
non-ferrous metal [1] because of its low density and its
of corroded parts, accidents and pollution risks are frequent
electrical and thermal performance. It is most often used in
situations with sometimes heavy economic consequences
industries related to transportation: aviation, automotive,
[2]. The most effective way of combating this phenomenon
packaging, construction, mechanical, etc. However, when
is undoubtedly the use of organic molecules (corrosion
it comes into contact with aggressive media (acids, bases,
inhibitors) acting at the metal-environment interface.
etc.), its thin protective layer (a few micrometers thick) is
Several organic molecules have been tested as inhibitors
destroyed and the material undergoes an alteration (corrosion)
of aluminium corrosion in acidic environments. Thus,
hydrazines [3], Schiff bases [4,5], therapeutic molecules
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[6-9], plant extracts [10-12], etc., have been used
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successfully.
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This work, which is a contribution to the study of

1. Introduction
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corrosion inhibition of metals in acidic media, aims to study
the behaviour of 2-(4-methylbenzylthio)-3-nitroimidazo [1,
2, a] pyridine (MTNI) towards the corrosion of aluminium in
1M hydrochloric acid.

2. Experimental Details
2.1. Materials and Sample Preparation
The molecule used as an inhibitor in this work, namely
2-(4-methylbenzylthio)-3-nitroimidazo [1, 2, a] pyridine
(MTNI) with chemical formula C15H13N3O2S and molar
mass M = 299.35g/mol, was synthesized at the former
Laboratory of Structural Organic Chemistry (LCOS) of the
University Félix Houphouët Boigny of Abidjan-Cocody
and its molecular structure was identified by 1H, 13C RMN
spectroscopy. It is in the form of a whitish powder. The
molecular structure is shown in Figure 1.
An analytical grade 37% hydrochloric acid solution from
Merck was used to prepare the aqueous corrosive solution.
The solution was prepared by diluting the commercial
hydrochloric acid solution with distilled water. The blank
was a 1 M HCl solution. The solutions prepared are of
concentrations: 0.005mM; 0.01mM; 0.05mM and 0.1mM.
The 99, 9 % purity aluminium samples were in the form of
a 10mm long, 20mm diameter rod.

2.2. Mass Loss Method
Mass loss measurements were carried out by total
immersion of the pre-weighed aluminium sample in 100 mL
capacity beakers containing 50 mL of the test solution
maintained at a temperature of (298K to 323K). The samples
were recovered one hour later and rinsed thoroughly with
distilled water, cleaned, dried in acetone and reweighed
using a balance with a sensitivity of ±0.1 mg. All tests were
performed in triplicate to ensure reliability of the results.
Weight loss was considered as the difference between the
initial weight and the weight after 1 h of immersion. The
average values of the mass loss data were used to calculate
parameters such as corrosion rate, inhibition efficiency and
surface coverage using the following relationships:
𝑊=

∆𝑚

𝐸𝐼 % =
𝜃=

(1)

𝑆𝑡
𝑊0 −𝑊
𝑊0

× 100

𝑊0 −𝑊
𝑊0

(3)

Where 𝑊0 and 𝑊 are the corrosion rate in the absence
and presence of the inhibitor respectively
∆m is the mass loss, S is the total surface area of the
copper sample and t is the immersion time.

Figure 1. Molecular structure of 2-(4-methylbenzyl) thio-3-nitroimidazo [1,2-a]pyridine

Figure 2.

(2)

Optimized structure of 2-(4-methylbenzylthio)-3-nitroimidazo [1, 2, a]pyridine calculated by B3LYP/6-311G (d, p)
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2.3. Quantum Chemistry Calculations
In order to explain the most important electronic effects
exhibited by 2-(4-methylbenzylthio)-3-nitroimidazo [1, 2, a]
pyridine (MTNI) in the inhibition of aluminium corrosion,
we calculated the quantum chemical parameters. All
calculations were performed in the gas phase using the
Gaussian 09 software [13]. By improving the calculation
method, density function theory (DFT) was widely used due
to its accuracy and low computational cost to calculate a
wide variety of molecular properties and provided reliable
results that are consistent with the experimental data
[14]. The molecular configuration of the inhibitor was
geometrically optimized by this theory (DFT) with the
B3LYP functional [15] (three Becke parameters with hybrid
Lee-Yang-Parr correlation function) on a 6-311 G (d, p)
basis set.
The basic relationship of the density functional theory of
chemical reactivity is precisely, that established by Parr et al
[16] which links the chemical electron potential 𝝁𝑷 to
the first derivative of the energy with respect to the number
of electrons 𝑵 , and thus with the negative of the
electronegativity 𝝌:
𝝁𝑷 =

𝝏𝑬
𝝏𝑵 𝝂(𝒓)

= −𝝌

(4)

The hardness 𝜼 which measures both the stability and
reactivity of a molecule [17] has been defined as the second
derivative of the total energy 𝑬 with respect to 𝑵 at
constant external potential 𝝂(𝒓):
𝜼=

𝝏𝟐 𝑬

=

𝝏𝑵𝟐 𝝂(𝒓)

𝝏𝝁𝑷
𝝏𝑵 𝝂(𝒓)

(5)
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The overall electrophilicity index ω introduced by Parr
[21], which is a measure of the energy lowering due to
maximum electron flow between the donor and acceptor, is
given by:
𝝎=

𝝁𝟐
𝑷
𝟐𝜼

(12)

The local reactivity of the molecule under study can be
analyzed by means of the fused Fukui indices. Condensed
functions indicate the atoms in a molecule that tend to donate
(nucleophilic character) or accept (electrophilic character) an
electron or electron pair. The nucleophilic and electrophilic
functions can be calculated using the finite difference
approximation as follows:
𝒇+
𝒌 = 𝒒𝒌 𝑵 + 𝟏 − 𝒒𝒌 (𝑵)

(13)

𝒇−
𝒌

(14)

= 𝒒𝒌 (𝑵) − 𝒒𝒌 (𝑵 − 𝟏)

In equations (13) and (14), 𝒒𝒌 is the gross charge of atom
𝒌 in the molecule and 𝑵 is the number of electrons.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Mass Loss Experiment
Mass loss data were determined at the end of a 1 hour
time interval in the absence and presence of different
concentrations of 2-(4-methylbenzylthio)-3-nitroimidazo [1,
2, a]pyridine (MTNI) and were used to calculate corrosion
rates, inhibition efficiency and degree of surface coverage,
according to equations (1 to 3).

In these equations, is the chemical potential, 𝑬 is the total
energy, 𝑵 is the number of electrons and 𝝂(𝒓) is the
external potential.
According to Koopmans theorem [18], the ionization
energy I can be approximated as the negative of the energy of
the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO):
𝑰 = −𝑬𝑯𝑶𝑴𝑶

(6)

The negative of the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
energy (LUMO) is similarly related to the electronic affinity
A as follows:
𝑨 = −𝑬𝑳𝑼𝑴𝑶

(7)

The electronegativity 𝝌 and the hardness 𝜼 can then be
written as follows:
𝝌=
𝜼=

𝑰+𝑨
𝟐
𝑰−𝑨
𝟐

(8)
(9)

The fraction of electrons transferred from the molecule to
the metal [19] is expressed as follows:
𝚫𝐍 =

𝛘𝐂𝐮− 𝛘𝐢𝐧𝐡
𝟐 𝛈𝐂𝐮 +𝛈𝐢𝐧𝐡

(10)

The opposite of hardness is softness [20].
𝑺=

𝝏𝑵
𝝏𝝁𝑷 𝝂(𝒓)

(11)

Figure 3. Corrosion rate versus MTNI concentration curve at different
temperatures

Figure 3 shows the evolution of the corrosion rate with
concentration and temperature respectively. Examination
of Figure 3 shows that the corrosion rate increases with
temperature for all concentrations and decreases with
increasing inhibitor concentration. In the absence of the
inhibitor, the corrosion rate is very high, which shows that
the addition of MTNI to the corrosive medium delays the
corrosion of aluminium. In addition, the presence of MTNI
promotes the formation of a protective layer due to the
adsorption of the molecule on the metal surface. This
protective layer prevents the aluminium from losing
sufficient electrons or undergoing strong dissolution in acid.
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These results indicate that the molecule studied has a good
corrosion inhibition performance of aluminium in
hydrochloric acid solution.
The analysis in Figure 4 shows that the inhibitory
efficiency increases with increasing inhibitor concentration
but decreases with increasing temperature. This reflects
the fact that the coverage of the metal surface becomes
more and more important when the inhibitor concentration
increases. However, it is observed that the coverage
(inhibitory efficiency) decreases with increasing temperature.
This behaviour could be related to a break in the
adsorption-desorption equilibrium in favour of inhibitor
desorption when the temperature increases.
Figure 5. Langmuir adsorption isotherm plots of MTNI on aluminium in
1M HCl

Figure 4. Inhibition efficiency versus MTNI concentration at different
temperatures

3.2. Study of Adsorption Isotherms and Thermodynamic
Adsorption Quantities

Figure 6. Temkin adsorption isotherm plots of MTNI on aluminium in 1M
HCl

The study of adsorption isotherms involved in the process
of inhibiting metal corrosion by organic molecules shows
how these compounds attach to the surface of a metal. Indeed,
the adsorption of an organic adsorbate on the metal-solution
interface can be likened to a chemical reaction in which
water molecules adsorbed on the metal surface are replaced
by the organic molecules from the solution. It is therefore a
phenomenon of substitutional adsorption [22,23] as shown
by the following reaction equation:
𝑶𝒓𝒈(𝒔𝒐𝒍) + 𝒙𝑯𝟐 𝑶(𝒂𝒅𝒔) ⇄ 𝑶𝒓𝒈(𝒂𝒅𝒔) + 𝒙𝑯𝟐 𝑶(𝒔𝒐𝒍)

(4)

Where 𝑶𝒓𝒈(𝒔𝒐𝒍) and 𝑶𝒓𝒈(𝒂𝒅𝒔) are respectively the
organic molecule in solution and the organic molecule
adsorbed on the metal surface, 𝑯𝟐 𝑶(𝒔𝒐𝒍) and 𝑯𝟐 𝑶(𝒂𝒅𝒔) are
respectively the water molecule in solution and the water
molecule adsorbed, x is the number of water molecules
replaced by an organic molecule.
In this work, we tried various adsorption isotherms and
selected those that best reflect the behaviour of MTNI on the
aluminium surface. We have therefore chosen the Langmuir,
Temkin and El-awady isotherms. The equations that defining
these isotherms are given in Table 1.

Figure 7. El-awady adsorption isotherm plots of MTNI on aluminium in
1M HCl
Table 1. Equations of the studied isotherms
Isotherme
Langmuir
Temkin
El-Awady

Equations
𝐶𝑖𝑛 ℎ
1
=
+ 𝐶𝑖𝑛 ℎ
𝜃
𝐾𝑎𝑑𝑠
2,303
𝜃=
[𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐾𝑎𝑑𝑠 + 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐶𝑖𝑛 ℎ ]
𝑓
𝜃
𝑙𝑜𝑔
= 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐾 + 𝑦 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐶𝑖𝑛 ℎ
1−𝜃
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𝐶𝑖𝑛 ℎ is the inhibitor concentration;
𝜃 is the metal surface coverage rate;
𝐾𝑎𝑑𝑠 is the equilibrium constant of the adsorption process;
𝑓 is an energy inhomogeneity factor of the surface;
𝐾𝑎𝑑𝑠 = 𝐾 1 𝑦 ; 1⁄y is the number of active sites occupied by
an inhibitor molecule.
Figures 5, 6, 7 show the representation of these different
isotherms.
All tested isotherms give straight lines as shown in Figures
5, 6 and 7.

0
∆𝐺𝑎𝑑𝑠
= −𝑅𝑇𝑙𝑛(55,5𝐾𝑎𝑑𝑠 )

Langmuir

Temkin

El-Awady

0
0
0
∆𝐺𝑎𝑑𝑠
= ∆𝐻𝑎𝑑𝑠
− 𝑇 ∆𝑆𝑎𝑑𝑠

T(K)

R2

Slope

Intercept

298

0.999

1.0458

0.0013

308

0.998

1.1001

0.0026

313

0.998

1.2005

0.0029

318

0.997

1.2686

0.0036

323

0.999

1.4174

0.0046

298

0.967

0.0869

1.032

308

0.958

0.1259

1.0084

313

0.94

0.12772

0.9402

318

0.942

0.1252

0.9402

323

0.939

0.1593

0.8498

298

0.936

0.4173

1.6334

308

0.908

0.3736

1.2484

313

0.932

0.2886

0.9218

318

0.926

0.2574

0.763

323

0.944

0.2889

0.6339

𝜃

=

𝑛
𝐾𝑎𝑑𝑠

+ 𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑛 ℎ

(15)

The knowledge of the appropriate adsorption isotherm
allows the determination of the thermodynamic parameters
of adsorption. The variation of the free energy of adsorption
0
∆𝐺𝑎𝑑𝑠
is calculated using the following relationship [28]:

(17)

0
∆𝐺𝑎𝑑𝑠

The representation of
as a function of temperature
0
(Figure 8) leads to values of ∆𝐻𝑎𝑑𝑠
(intercept of the straight
0
lines) and ∆𝑆𝑎𝑑𝑠
), (the slope of the straight line). The
different thermodynamic adsorption parameters are recorded
in Table 3.

Figure 8.

Looking at Table 2, it is clear that the correlation
coefficients of the Langmuir isotherm are closer to unity than
the other isotherms. Thus, this isotherm better reflects the
behaviour of MTNI with respect to aluminium corrosion in
1M HCl. Nevertheless, both the Temkin and El-Awady
models can be applied. For the Temkin model [24], the
parameter f (where 2.303/f is the slope of the straight lines)
having a positive value, there would be repulsive forces
between the molecules adsorbed on the aluminium. In the
case of the El-Awady model [25], the inverse of the slopes
(1/y) of the straight lines obtained is greater than unity,
which means that a molecule of MTNI occupies more than
one site. The Langmuir adsorption model suggests that the
interactions between the adsorbed particles are negligible
and that each site can adsorb only one particle [26]. In this
case, the adsorption of MTNI on aluminium does not strictly
follow the Langmuir model; it follows the modified
Langmuir isotherm or the Villamil model [27]. This model is
represented by:
𝐶𝑖𝑛 ℎ

(16)

Where 𝑅 is the perfect gas constant, T is the absolute
temperature and 55.5 is the concentration of water in mol.L-1
and 𝐾𝑎𝑑𝑠 is the adsorption equilibrium constant. The values
of the adsorption equilibrium constant are deduced from
the parameters of the modified Langmuir isotherm (straight
line intercept). The other thermodynamic parameters of
0
adsorption (adsorption enthalpy ∆𝐻𝑎𝑑𝑠
and adsorption
0
entropy ∆𝑆𝑎𝑑𝑠 ) are calculated using the following
relationship:

Table 2. Isotherms parameters for different temperatures
Isotherm
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Table 3.
MTNI

Variation of ∆𝑮𝟎𝒂𝒅𝒔 versus temperature

𝑲𝒂𝒅𝒔 values and thermodynamic adsorption parameters for

T (K)

Kads

0
∆𝐺𝑎𝑑𝑠
(𝑘𝐽. 𝑚𝑜𝑙−1 )

303

769,23

-26,41

308

384,61

-25,66

313

344,83

-25,53

318

277,78

-25,49

323

217,39

-25,38

0
∆𝐻𝑎𝑑𝑠
(𝑘𝐽 𝑚𝑜𝑙−1 )

0
∆𝑆𝑎𝑑𝑠
(𝐽 𝑚𝑜𝑙−1 𝐾 −1 )

-38,115

-39,8

0
Negative values of ∆𝐺𝑎𝑑𝑠
indicate the stability of the
adsorbed layer on the aluminium surface and the spontaneity
of the adsorption process [29]. According to the literature
0
[30], a value of ∆𝐺𝑎𝑑𝑠
lower than -40 kJ.mol-1 would
indicate a chemical adsorption process (chemisorption)
whereas a value higher than -20 kJ.mol-1 would indicate a
physical adsorption process (physisorption). For values
between -40 kJ.mol-1 and -20 kJ.mol-1, both types of
adsorption would exist. In view of the values contained in
Table 3, we can deduce that the adsorption of MTNI on
aluminium takes place according to the two adsorption
modes (physisorption and chemisorption). The negative
0
sign of ∆𝐻𝑎𝑑𝑠
reflects the exothermic character of the
adsorption of the molecule on aluminium. If the value of
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0
∆𝑆𝑎𝑑𝑠
is negative, this reflects a decrease in disorder during
the adsorption of the inhibitor. An increase in disorder [31]
would be related to the desorption of water molecules,
whereas a decrease could be related to the weakening of the
adsorption force.
In order to correctly justify the adsorption mode of the
studied molecule, we used the Adejo-Ekwenchi isotherm
[32]. Indeed, this isotherm allows us to know the adsorption
mode of an organic compound. This model is based on the
following equation:

𝑙𝑜𝑔

1
1−𝜃

= 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐾𝐴𝐸 + 𝑏 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐶𝑖𝑛 ℎ

The curve of log𝑊 versus 1/T is given in Figure 10.

(18)

Where and are isotherm parameters.

Figure 10. Arrhenius plots for aluminium in 1M HCl in the absence and
presence of MTNI

The Arrhenius plots allow the deduction of activation
energy values using the slopes of the linear lines. All values
obtained are listed in Table 5. The effect of temperature is
also verified by determining the change in activation
enthalpy ∆𝐻𝑎∗ and the change in activation entropy ∆𝑆𝑎∗
using the equation of transition states:
𝑊=
Figure 9. Adejo-Ekwenchi isotherm plots of MTNI on aluminium in 1M
HCl

The parameters of this isotherm are given in Table 4

b

KAE

R2

298

0.3151

31,017

0,974

308

0.3057

17,159

0,891

313

0.2126

8606

0,924

318

0.1777

6,314

0,911

323

0.1679

4,682

0,957

ℵ.ℎ

𝑒𝑥𝑝

∆𝑆𝑎∗
𝑅

. 𝑒𝑥𝑝 −

∆𝐻𝑎∗
𝑅.𝑇

(20)

This relationship leads to the following relationship:
𝑊

𝑅

𝑇

ℵ.ℎ

𝑙𝑜𝑔( ) = 𝑙𝑜𝑔(

)+

∆𝑆𝑎∗
2,3.𝑅

−

∆𝐻𝑎∗
2,3.𝑅.𝑇

(21)

Where h is Planck's constant and ℵ is Avogadro's constant,
𝐸𝑎 activation energy, ∆𝐻𝑎∗ activation enthalpy variation
and ∆𝑆𝑎∗ activation entropy variation.
W
The representation of log
as a function of 1/T is
T
given in Figure 11

Table 4. Parameters of the Adejo-Ekwenchi isotherm
T(K)

𝑅.𝑇

As shown in Table 4, the b and KAE parameters decrease
with increasing temperature, indicating that the adsorption of
MTNI on aluminium is dominated by physisorption [33].
3.3. Effect of Temperature and Activation Parameters on
the Corrosion Process
The effect of temperature on corrosion and its inhibition
process for aluminium in 1M in the absence and presence of
different concentrations of MTNI at different temperatures
ranging from 298K to 323K was evaluated.
The temperature dependence of the corrosion rate can be
considered as an Arrhenius-type process, whose rate is given
by [34]

Figure 11. Arrhenius plots for aluminium in 1M HCl in the absence and
with different concentrations of MTNI

(19)

The parameters ∆𝐻𝑎∗ and ∆𝑆𝑎∗ are calculated from the
∆𝐻 ∗
𝑅
∆𝑆 ∗
slope (− 𝑎 ) and intercept (𝑙𝑜𝑔( ) + 𝑎 ) of the straight

Where 𝑊 is the corrosion rate, R is the perfect gas
constant, A is the frequency factor.

lines obtained respectively. The values obtained are recorded
in Table 5.

𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑊 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐴 −

𝐸𝑎
2,303𝑅𝑇

2,3.𝑅.𝑇

ℵ.ℎ

2,3.𝑅
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Table 5. Thermodynamic values of aluminium dissolution in 1M HCl
without and with different concentrations of MTNI
Concentration
(mM)

𝐸𝑎
(𝑘𝐽. 𝑚𝑜𝑙 −1 )

∆𝐻𝑎∗
(𝑘𝐽. 𝑚𝑜𝑙−1 )

∆𝑆𝑎∗
(𝐽. 𝑚𝑜𝑙 −1 . 𝐾 −1 )

0

68.85

75.14

19.06

0.005 mM

103.46

100.99

93.58

0.01 mM

106.02

103.49

100

0.05 mM

113.694

111.19

122.66

0.1 mM

131.97

129.51

177.93

The values of the activation energies in the presence of the
molecule are higher than the value obtained without the
molecule (Cinh = 0). Thus the activation mechanism is
influenced by physisorption. The activation energy increases
when the inhibitor concentration increases, thus favouring
the formation of electrostatic bonds, which are weak.
The positive signs of the activation enthalpy variations
( ∆𝐻𝑎∗ ) reflect the endothermic nature of the aluminium
dissolution process. The values of the activation entropy
variations ∆𝑆𝑎∗ are all positive, reflecting an increase in
disorder during the dissolution of aluminium which could be
the reason for the decrease in inhibitory efficiency when the
temperature increases.
3.4. Molecular Descriptor Parameters
In this study the quantum parameters were calculated
using the descriptors of the conceptual density functional
theory (DFT) which are very important to explain the
reactivity of the molecule. In general, this theory allows to
confirm the experimental results. The values of the different
descriptor parameters of the molecule are reported in Table
6.
Table 6. MTNI descriptor parameters obtained from B3LYP/6-311G (d, p)
Paramètres

Valeurs

𝐸𝐿𝑈𝑀𝑂 (eV)

-2,5935

𝐸𝐻𝑂𝑀𝑂 (eV)

-6,3966

energy gap E (eV)

3,8031

Dipole moment µ (D)

2,3241

Ionization energy I (eV)

6,3966

Electron affinity A (eV)

2,5935

Electronegativity  (eV)

4,4950

Hardness  (eV)

1,9016

Softness σ (eV)

-1

Fraction of transferred electrons N

0,5259
-0,0565

Electrophilicity index 

5,3128

total Energy ET (Ha)

-1292,3

The ability of a molecule to bond to a metal
depends on both the ELUMO (energy of the
unoccupied orbital) and the HOMO (energy of the
occupied orbital). The low ELUMO value (-2.593

surface
lowest
highest
eV) of
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2-(4-methylbenzyl) thio)-3-nitroimidazo [1, 2, a]pyridine
(MTNI) shows the ability of the molecule to accept electrons
from a given system. The energy EHOMO is the overall
reactivity parameter of molecules associated with the ability
to donate electrons. A high value of EHOMO for a molecule
[35] would favour its tendency to donate electrons to a
suitable acceptor with a vacant low energy orbital. The value
of EHOMO (- 6.397 eV) in the case of our molecule could
justify the high values of inhibitory efficiency of the
molecule towards the corrosion of aluminium in
hydrochloric acid medium. The value of the energy gap
∆E=ELUMO - EHOMO is also an important reactivity parameter
for organic molecules. Low values of ∆E would favour
exchanges between the molecules and the metal. It has been
proven [35] that molecules with ∆E values of the order of
5eV are good inhibitors. In our case the low value of ∆E
(3.8031eV) would justify the high inhibitory efficiencies
obtained. The negative value of ∆N shows that the molecule
tends to receive electrons from aluminium.
The overall softness (S) and the overall hardness (η) are
also important reactivity parameters that give information on
the likely abilities of a molecule to interact with a metal
surface. A good inhibitor has a high softness value and a low
hardness value. The molecule has a low hardness value
-1
(η=1.9016 eV) and a high softness (0.5259 (eV) ). These
values are in agreement with the experimental results.
The dipole moment (μ), which is related to the distribution
of electronic charges in the molecule, is also an important
parameter that reflects the ability of the molecule to adsorb to
the surface of a metal. According to certain authors [36,37],
the ability of a molecule to adsorb to the surface of a metal is
all the greater as its dipole moment is high. In our case, the
value of this parameter is high (μ=2.3241Debye) which
could explain the high adsorption rates and therefore the high
values of inhibitory efficiency of the molecule.
The ionization energy (I) is an indispensable descriptor of
the chemical reactivity of atoms and molecules. A high
ionization energy [38] indicates that the molecule is stable
and inert to any chemical reaction, whereas a low ionization
energy indicates the high reactivity of atoms and molecules.
The low ionization energy of the inhibitor indicates its high
inhibitory efficiency.
The electrophilicity index (ω) measures the ability of a
chemical species to accept electrons. A high value of ω
[39] describes a good electrophile, while a low value of ω
describes a good nucleophile. This index of overall reactivity
measures the stabilization of energy when the system
acquires additional electron charge from the environment.
The value of the electrophilicity index (5.3128 eV) for the
molecule is high, showing its ability to receive electrons
from the metal.
The values of the Fukui function and the local softness of
the electrophilic and nucleophilic attack sites are collected in
Table 7.
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Table 7. Values of the Fukui function, natural loads and the dual descriptor
f-

Δf(r)

-0,43282

0,347678

-0,780498

0,080144

-0,023679

0,103823

0,079566

-0,192226

0,271792

0,15692

-0,163284

0,320204

-0,005774

-0,105093

0,096222

-0,201315

0,442387

-0,029288

-0,386026

0,471675

-0,857701

0,017552

0,167907

-0,0152

-0,150355

0,135155

0,128691

0,002

-0,128758

0,126691

-0,255449

Atomes

q (N+1)

q(N)

q (N-1)

1C

0,023626

0,456446

0,108768

2C

0,000097

-0,080047

-0,056368

3C

0,004129

-0,075437

0,116789

4C

0,03191

-0,12501

0,038274

5C

-0,014645

0,090448

6C

0,056361

7C

0,002352

8H

-0,000067

f+

9H

-0,000168

0,11473

-0,006431

-0,114898

0,121161

-0,236059

10 H

-0,001285

0,112343

-0,002635

-0,113628

0,114978

-0,228606

11 H

0,000414

0,189814

-0,000964

-0,1894

0,190778

-0,380178

12 N

0,013178

-0,503076

0,096518

0,516254

-0,599594

1,115848

13 N

0,004954

-0,498432

-0,062102

0,503386

-0,43633

0,939716

14 N

-0,006559

0,111037

0,220595

-0,117596

-0,109558

-0,008038

15 O

0,033709

-0,345077

0,178745

0,378786

-0,523822

0,902608

16 O

-0,007208

-0,321634

0,187955

0,314426

-0,509589

0,824015

17 S

0,460552

0,273908

0,014713

0,186644

0,259195

-0,072551

18 C

-0,041999

-0,107007

-0,002397

0,065008

-0,10461

0,169618

19 C

0,117171

0,099149

0,00549

0,018022

0,093659

-0,075637

20 C

0,147792

-0,133017

0,001631

0,280809

-0,134648

0,415457

21 C

-0,062714

-0,128348

-0,000441

0,065634

-0,127907

0,193541

22 C

0,141126

0,076402

0,003886

0,064724

0,072516

-0,007792

23 C

0,082906

-0,097405

0,005954

0,180311

-0,103359

0,28367

24 H

0,000918

0,088309

0,000101

-0,087391

0,088208

-0,175599

25 H

-0,006108

0,085009

-0,000048

-0,091117

0,085057

-0,176174

26 H

0,00157

0,113997

0,000012

-0,112427

0,113985

-0,226412

27 H

-0,003513

0,093223

-0,000353

-0,096736

0,093576

-0,190312

28 C

-0,027861

-0,431586

0,016209

0,403725

-0,447795

0,85152

29 C

-0,003162

-0,374772

-0,000489

0,37161

-0,374283

0,745893

30 H

0,013281

0,133267

0,000389

-0,119986

0,132878

-0,252864

31 H

0,003174

0,116341

0,000095

-0,113167

0,116246

-0,229413

32 H

0,002834

0,119468

0,000202

-0,116634

0,119266

-0,2359

33 H

0,00714

0,158991

0,001611

-0,151851

0,15738

-0,309231

34 H

0,026095

0,199333

-0,000543

-0,173238

0,199876

-0,373114

Figures 12 and 13 below give us the HOMO and LUMO densities of our molecule.

Figure 12. HOMO density of the inhibitor at B3LYP/6-311G (d, p)
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Figure 13. LOMO density of the inhibitor at B3LYP/6-311G (d, p)

In DFT, the so-called Fukui functions are advocated as
reactivity descriptors to identify the most reactive sites for
electrophilic or nucleophilic reactions in a molecule.
The most common expression is [40]:
𝒇 𝒓 =

𝝏𝝆(𝒓)
𝝏𝑵

𝒗(𝒓)

(22)

They reflect the change in electron density at a point
relative to a change in the number of electrons, under a
constant external potential. Molecular properties are often
associated with a certain point in space. It is then necessary
to identify an atom in the molecule. The difficulty is that
there is not yet an operator [41] that, acting on the wave
function or the electron density, can perform a division of
space into atomic pools. Despite this fundamental problem,
Fukui functions are often condensed to an atomic resolution.
These condensed Fukui functions (equations (13) and (14))
are, in the context of the variational approach to chemical
reactivity, more informative indicators of molecular site
reactivity than the Fukui functions (equation (22)). From the

values of the calculated Fukui and local softness functions, it
can be seen in Table 5 that nucleophilic attacks take place
around the C6 carbon atom, while electrophilic attacks are
located around the N12 nitrogen atom.
3.5. Mechanism of Corrosion Inhibition of Aluminum
in HCl Medium by 2-(4-methylbenzylthio)-3nitroimidazo [1, 2, a]pyridine (MTNI)
The experimental and theoretical results show that:
MTNI cannot supply electrons to aluminum (∆N<0)
MTNI can receive electrons from aluminium (ω=5.3128
eV)
In the presence of the hydronium ion 𝐻3 𝑂+
𝑀𝑇𝑁𝐼 + 𝐻3 𝑂+ ⇄ 𝑀𝑇𝑁𝐼𝐻 + + 𝐻2 𝑂
𝑀𝑇𝑁𝐼𝐻 + reacts with Cl- ions attached to Al+3 ions
On some sites, the aluminium gives up electrons to the
molecule (on the electrophilic part of the molecule N(13).

Scheme of the mechanism

The double arrows indicate electrostatic interactions
(physisorption) and the arrows with interrupted supports

indicate the contribution of electrons to the molecule and
formation of the TTNIAl complex.
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4. Conclusions
The mass loss technique and the DFT method were
used to evaluate the corrosion inhibition of aluminium by
2-(4-methylbenzyl) thio)-3-nitroimidazo [1,2,a] pyridine
(MTNI) in 1M HCl.
The following conclusions can be drawn from this study:
MTNI acts as a good corrosion inhibitor for aluminium in
1M hydrochloric acid.
The inhibition efficiency is concentration and temperature
dependent.
MTNI adsorbs to aluminium according to the modified
Langmuir isotherm.
The calculated thermodynamic parameters related to
adsorption and activation show the existence of two types of
adsorption (physisorption is preponderant).
The chemical quantum parameters confirm the inhibition
efficiency of MTNI.
Condensed Fukui functions show the nucleophilic and
electrophilic sites in the molecule.
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